
RAISE THE BAR
ON MOBILE DEVICE CHARGING

Deliver higher speeds. 
   Meet higher standards.

The adorne® Collection | The radiant® Collection 
Pass & Seymour® | Wiremold®



The First-Ever GFCI USB Outlets 

Commercial | Residential | Healthcare | Hospitality 
Office | Outdoor | Education 

Putting more within reach, Legrand’s Tamper-
Resistant GFCI USB Outlets provide self-testing 
ground fault protection and modern USB charging 
in a single solution. Extending the legacy of safety 
and reliability Legrand is known for, now you can add 
charging convenience anywhere and everywhere it is 
wanted – even in locations where GFCIs are required. 
Choose from USB Type-A/A, USB Type-A/C and 
USB Type-C/C port configurations. 

Available from the radiant® Collection of designer 
switches and outlets. 

SUPERIOR CHARGING, 
WHEREVER IT’S NEEDED.
From bedroom to boardroom, university to hospital, we use our mobile devices to work, play and stay 
connected to those who matters most. 

That’s why Legrand offers an extensive selection of charging solutions to provide today’s spaces with all the 
power modern life demands,  enhanced with features for superior convenience, speed and ease. 

Made for everywhere people go:
• Commercial Spaces
• Homes & Residential Properties
• Hospitals & Healthcare Facilities
• Hotels, Restaurants & Event Centers
• Office Spaces
• Outdoor Spaces
• Schools, Colleges & Universities
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RAISE THE BAR WITH 
SUPREME CONVENIENCE.
Built-in charging has always been about convenience, enabling users to get the battery 
boost they need without locating that bulky adapter or sacrificing a plug. 

Legrand takes it to a whole new level, though, with an expanding range of options that 
can do more and go anywhere.



RAISE THE BAR WITH
LEADING SPEEDS.
Speed matters. So, Legrand incorporates cutting-edge charging technologies to continually push the 
limits. Our USB outlets include the fastest options in the industry, with specialized solutions to add 
unrivaled charging speed to any space.
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ModPower™ Sytem

Commercial | Off ice |  Education 

Another industry first, this Wiremold® solution is a 
code-compliant modular power system designed to 
give users the freedom to easily add and reconfigure 
power and charging whenever and however is 
needed. Up to six modular units can be connected 
within a single system. Choose from in-surface and 
on-surface versions for increased flexibility.

Furniture Power Centers

Commercial | Hospitality | Off ice |  Education 

Add USB charging right where it’s needed – directly 
into the furniture itself. From lobby armchairs to 
conference room tabletops, Legrand’s variety of 
furniture power solutions combine sleek, modern 
design with the functionality of USB charging, 
traditional power and more. Quick and easy to install, 
furniture can be ready to recharge devices in no 
time. Choose from multiple configurations, styles and 
finish options to meet a space’s charging needs while 
blending in with its décor.  

Available from the adorne® and radiant® Collections of 
designer switches and outlets.

Ultra-Fast USB Outlets

Commercial | Residential | Healthcare | Off ice 
Outdoor | Education 

Thanks to a staggering 6 amps of charging power 
and the Smart Chip technology that maximizes 
speeds for each of their USB connections, the Ultra-
Fast USB Outlets charge smartphones and tablets 
up to 40% faster. Choose from USB Type-A/A, USB 
Type-A/C and USB Type-C/C port configurations.

Available from the adorne® and radiant® Collections of 
designer switches and outlets.

What is USB Type-C?
A newer – and increasingly popular – type of USB 
connection port, USB Type-C was designed to handle 
more power (for faster speeds) while boasting a 
smaller and conveniently reversible insert.  
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Ultra-Fast Plus Power Delivery USB 
Type-C/C Outlets

Commercial | Residential  | Off ice                  
Outdoor | Education 

This is how you get to a full battery faster. Combining 
the industry-leading amperage of our Ultra-Fast 
line with advanced Power Delivery, this solution 
employs intelligent charging to max out the fast-
charging potential of the latest smartphones and 
tablets. The result? Charging speeds up to 2X faster. 
These outlets also include multilayered overcurrent 
protection to prevent damage to outlet or devices.

Available from the adorne® and radiant® Collections of 
designer switches and outlets.

What is Power Delivery?
Power Delivery is a technical standard that enables USB 
Type-C devices to eff ectively negotiate, then deliver/
receive, the exact amount of power needed to safely 
maximize charging speed. 

Check Your Charge:
The Ultra-Fast Plus Power Delivery USB Outlets also 
feature indicator lights for each of the the included ports, 
allowing users to check charging status at a glance. The 
light shows as yellow while charging is in progress and 
changes to green once a device is 90% charged.
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RAISE THE BAR WITH
WIRELESS EASE.
Wireless Charger

Residential 

A ready-made charging station, this in-wall solution 
features a wireless charge pad and clear cradle to 
hold Qi-enabled smartphones perfectly in place while 
charging – without any cords or clutter. Installing in 
place of a single-gang outlet, the Wireless Charger 
also includes traditional power access and a built-in 
USB Type-A port.

Wireless Charging Puck

Commercial | Hospitality | Off ice | Education

Turn any desk, table or nightstand into a sleek wireless 
charger with the furniture-ready Wireless Charging 
Puck. After an easy installation, this Wiremold® solution 
sits flush against the surface for a truly seamless look. 
Provide speedy Qi-certified wireless charging for 
users looking to recharge their smartphones and 
tablets nearly anywhere that furniture can go.

For users wishing to ditch more than the 
adapter, Legrand off ers advanced Qi-
certified solutions that don’t even need 
the power cords or cables. Stylishly 
designed and performance inspired – 
start charging like never before.

What is Qi-Certified Charging?
Technology standards like Qi are used to ensure safe and 
eff ective compatibility across many device manufacturers. 
Qi-certified devices have been tested by the Wireless 
Power Consortium to confirm interoperability. 

Available from the radiant® Collection of designer 
switches and outlets.



Electrical Wiring Systems
60 Woodlawn Street
West Hartford, CT  06110
1.877.BY.LEGRAND (295.3472)
www.legrand.us

Canada
1.800.723.5175; 905.738.9195
www.legrand.ca

Costa Rica
+506.298.56.04; +506.239.71.13
www.legrand.crv
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READY TO LEARN MORE? 
����� legrand.us/solutions/mobile-device-charging����
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